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SUMMARY

I am a diligent Game Programmer principally driven by my desire to further my learning and 
knowledge in game development and programming wherever possible. I have two years of 
experience developing complete projects in both Unreal Engine 4 and Unity across multiple 
different teams, using C++, Blueprints, and C#. Additionally, I am passionate about education 
and effective inter-stream communication.

Within games, I specialise in physics, gameplay systems and technical art, and have keen 
interests in linear algebra, 3D vector maths and complex systems.

DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

Planet Nine - Systems Programmer, Producer
Implemented all light detection logic in the game using physically accurate, efficient, and 
best practice code in Unreal C++.
Implemented dynamic, light-interactive volumetric fog for the game's toxin using Unreal's 
material graphs and blueprints.
Collaborated closely with the team's level designer in implementing and maintaining the 
game's main level, using best practice naming conventions and scene hierarchy.
Effectively communicated with designers and artists to ensure their needs were being met 
by the programmers in the team.
Produced and managed a team of 12, ensuring the team was always meeting milestones 
and sprints on time.
Maintained effective and efficient team production using a project Trello board.
Maintained an accurate and up to date Technical Design Document throughout 
production and pre-production.
Consistently maintained a version controlled project via Perforce, using an agreed upon 
format for commits to the server.
Game Link: https://teamnova1.itch.io/planet-nine

Beat Street - Systems Programmer, Producer
Implemented all rhythm mechanics in the game using best practice code in Unity C#.
Maintained the main level, implementing models, materials, UI, and audio, using 
succinct scene hierarchy.
Produced and managed a team of 12, ensuring the team was always meeting milestones 
and sprints on time in a fast-paced, game-jam-style production.
Consistently maintained a version controlled project via Perforce, using an agreed upon 
format for commits to the server.
Game Link: https://beatstreet.itch.io/beatstreet

How's It Growing - Gameplay Programmer, Producer
Implemented all gameplay logic for the Banksia Challenge mini-game using efficient, best 
practice code in Unity C#.
Created designer tools to allow for increased production efficiency (Sound Manager).
Produced and managed a team of 14, ensuring the team was always meeting milestones 
and sprints on time, from Alpha through to Gold.
Maintained an accurate and up to date Technical Design Document throughout 
production and pre-production.
Consistently maintained a version controlled project via Perforce, using an agreed upon 
format for commits to the server.
Game Link: https://deardodo.itch.io/hows-it-growing

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Receptionist, Admin

Canberra Psychology Centre for Children and Families Canberra, ACT

Communicated politely and professionally with clients in-person, via email, and over the 
phone, to pair them with psychologists that matched their specific and individual needs.
Managed and maintained the company's digital archiving of several years worth of client 
files using the cloud software Sync.
Scored forms for certain psychological assessments for psychologists.

DEVELOPMENT SKILLS

- Unreal Engine 4 (C++, Blueprints)
- Unity Engine (C#)
- Version Control (Perforce, GitHub)
- Trello
- Python

BROADER SKILLS

Mathematics and Physics

Strong coding standards

Enthusiastic communicator

Dedicated reseacher

Conscientious worker

Passionate educator

EDUCATION

Advanced Diploma of Professional 
Game Development (Game 
Programming)

Academy of Interactive 
Entertainment

Canberra, ACT

REFERENCES

Upon Request
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RONAN RICHARDSON
Game Programmer

Upon Request contact.ronanrichardson@gmail.com
www.ronanrichardson.com Canberra, ACT


